


WHERE HAVE ALL THE VALUES GONE ?

It seems like only yesterday that I was asked to write last year's Squirrel editorial and

I am amazed how quickly the year has gone but it does me good to stand b~k from the

fray and look at the values and worth of education. Looking back, I believe that society

has made three mistakes from which we need to recover. Culturally, as a society we

have been trying to compensate for the way in which, in the past, we have sometimes

ignored the viewpoints of traditionally disadvantaged groups such as women, lower
.

social classes and cultural and ethnic minorities. Much of this has been admirable but

it has led some people to assume, quite wrongly in my opinion, that we should now

down-play our mainstream western cultural traditions based on the Judeo-Christian

and Graeco-Roman heritage. There is a pervasive failure to distinguish between

preferring one's own cultural traditions and asserting their superiority over others.

Secondly, I believe we have lost the earlier vision of group identity, especially national

identity. So ashamed have we become about our national and imperial record and se

uncertain about our post-imperial role, that we have tried to forget about nationality

altogether. We fail to distinguish between nationalism and national identity and

patriotism has become almost a forgotten word.

Finally, most important of all, we have lost a communal vision of enduring values

inherited from the past. We have become so conscious, and rightly so, about the ways

in which in the past we sometimes ignored the viewpoints of minority groups but the

greatest modern sin is to be seen to be imposing our values on anyone else. This

explains the current fear of being judgmental and the pervasive assumption that all

value is relative. It is this set of attitudes that subtly undermines much of what schools

(which, by and large, are fairly moral places in a fairly traditional sense) are trying to

achieve. Where we stand on these issues helps to determine our choice of curriculum

content, our efforts to promote a school ethos and perhaps even our response to

national celebrations. The chief Rabbi, Dr. Jonathan Sacks, has described school as/

'beacons of civilisation within society'. We need greater public recognition and, yes,

greater public praise for this role.

M.R. MORRIS

HEADMASTER



EDITORIAL

Writing can often be a lonely occupation, students' writing is too often only read by

parents and teachers, Squirrel can break this barrier and allow a wider audience to

enjoy the manifest and varied achievements of our young writers here at B.R.G.S.

Their preoccupations are many and their styles varied but all of the writing you will

find between the covers of this magazine smacks of sincerity of purpose and this, in

an often cynical age, is refreshing and should be commended. The production of this

magazine bears witness to the hard work of many individuals. We would

particularly like to thank those unsung heroines the secretarial and reprographics

staff. The Sixth Form committee have chased, harried, proof-read, edited and helped

in no small measure to produce this edition of Squirrel and we would like to thank

John Cahill, Farah Javeed, Imrozia Maqboul, Helen Altham, Richard SeedhGuse,

Rachel Kennedy, Jonathan Sharp, Sarah Atherton, Sara Richardson, Elizabeth

Hughes, Samantha Eggar and Claire Lomas. The cover, and much of the art work,

has been produced by Ella Stoves and we would like to reserve a special mention to

Sidrah Arif who has been an invaluable help throughout the process of producing

this magazine. Last, but by no means least, we would like to thank all those

students, from Year 7 upwards, who have contributed their writing to this

magazme.

John Marks and Suzanne Pickles
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MY DEMON;4;IJABy'i'S'l'STER!!

I have a baby sister

Who really is a pain
she'll shout and shout and run about

Until I go I~NSANE!

She'll drive me up the wall,

She'll push me to the and,

She'll stay around all day,
and drive me round the bend!

She always pulls my arms,

She always pulls my legs,

she always want to play with me,

And begs, and begs, and begs.

But even though she is a pain,

And an awful pest,

She is my baby sister,

And I think she's the BEST!
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GROWING UP

I know a lad called Billy
Who goes along with me.
He plays this game
Where he uses my name
And makes people think that he's me.

. Don't ever mess with Billy.
He's a vicious sort of bloke.
He'll give you a clout
For saying nowt
And thump you for a joke.

My family can't stand Billy
Can't bear him round the place.
He won't eat his food
He's always rude
And wears scowls all over his face.

No one can ever break Billy.
He's got this look in his eye
That seems to say
You can bait me all day
But you'll not make Billy cry.

He has a crazy face has Billy,
Eyes that look but can't see
A mouth like a latch .

Ears that don't match
And a space were his brains should be.

Mad Billy left one morning,
Crept away without being seen,
Left his body for me
That fits perfectly
And a calm where his madness had been.

NICOLA NEWTON 7B
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SLA VE TO THE SEA

The first grey fingers of dawn silently began to infiltrate the dense night. The towering cliffs
of impenetrable rock stood guard over the still sleeping village, ages old. It was a peaceful
sight, the inky-black cliffs silhouetted against the rapidly advancing dawn sky. The gentle
lapping of the sea against the smooth sand was the only sound to be heard, a mystical noise
subdued by the rolling mist which lingered on the surface of the sea. The rhythmical pulse
of the waves encompassed the village, devoid of light, movement and seemingly of life. Rays
of pure gold from the rising sun began to sparkle on the near flawless glass of sea, causing
the rippling waves to be flecked with fire, and dispersing the mist. A stillness enclosed the
scene, the wavef- seeming almost to sigh peacefully as the sun began to rise majestically in
the sky.

Yet there was a coldness too, giving the cliffs a sharp focus and making them icy to the
touch. The fire which danced across the surface of the sea was deceptively warm, for the
depths were icy and black, relieved only momentarily by a swaying chorus of emerald green
seaweed. Even the fish were only fleeting shadows, darting through the few areas where
light had penetrated the dark waters and then dissolving into the depths. The satin smooth
sand glistened momentarily as the surf caressed the shore, then slid back, hissing. The
beach seemed to stretch for miles, sometimes narrow and rocky, with hundreds of
unexplored, mysterious rock pools, other times flawless.

Morning had arrived in its full glory now, the sea beautiful and shimmering, each wave
flowing towards the shore on a frothy white crest. The sea no longer held dark mysteries,
but was now a plethora of hues: azure, topaz, deepest green and in some places, purest
purple. Shadows danced along the cliff face, and yet no lights appeared in the houses of the
village, and no human sound invaded the sea's domain. The sun gave a distorted reflection
from the panes of glass in the houses; the windows were broken, and the glass shattered.
The sea had ruled there for a very long time. Once the sound of children's laughter had
filled the air, the taste of salt heavy on their lips and the sand disturbed by curious young
hands eager to explore the wet grittiness. Adults had walked lazily across the beach, shoes
in their hands and trousers rolled above their knees. It had been a happy village -once.Now
the sand lay undisturbed: no footprints dented its surface and no half-eaten lollies lay
haphazard upon it. Nobody admired the immense cliffs and no laughter rang through the
still air.

The sun was high in the sky now, illuminating the whole village and warming the golden
sand to white-hot intensity. What horror had swept through the village, causing it to
become a bleak, uninhabited place, whose only visitors were the occasional bird and the ever
present sea? The sun's glare made the waves seem to be coated with gold, dazzlingly
brilliant to look at. A solitary cloud defaced the cornflower blue sky, floating casually until it
obscured the sun, causing the sea to lose its golden tint. Larger, grey clouds began to flit
across the sky, racing against each other in a bid to cover the sun completely. The waves
started to rise, their crests rolling towards the shore, a stampede of white horses, wild and
untamed. A biting wind swept along the beach and through the village, rattling the ancient
window frames and doors, and making a deep moan resound through the houses; then a
solitary rain drop fell, creating a pattern of ever-increasing circles upon the surface of the
sea. A tension was present in the air, hanging heavy and oppressive, almost suffocating. The
sea had lost its multitude of colour, now being dull and grey, the monotony only broken by
the frothy surf. The sky was a turmoil of thunderous clouds, darker even than the cliffs,
upon which the waves now crashed. The cliffs seemed to shake from the power with which
the sea pounded them again and again, and the sand was dragged mercilessly into the
waves as the tide withdrew.
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Now more rain drops fell, causing the sea to swell, and creating a muted chorus of repeated
echoes as they hit the turbulent surface of the raging sea. Harsher sounds of water on metal
resounded as rivers of rain ran down cracked drain pipes and onto corrugated roofs. The sky
was black and starless, illuminated only by the ghostly crescent moon, which was draped in
a gauze of silvery cloud, and by an occasional jagged flash of lightning, powerful and angry.
The bolts tore through the thick black night, casting an eerie silver streak across the surface
of the crashing waves below, and making the cliffs appear to be retreating from the violent
spectacle before them. Doors were ripped from their already weakened hinges as a fierce
gale began to beat its way through the defenceless, uninhabited village. Leaves were tossed
through the air and put down to rest, only to be picked up once again as another gush of
wind forged its way into every nook and cranny of the village. There was no hiding place
from the merciless raging of the storm. The beach was now almost invisible, the roaring sea
devouring it inch by inch and creeping ever closer to the narrow path and the first row of
dilapidated houses. Closer and closer the waves stretched, the sound almost deafening.
Then the water enveloped the houses, pouring in through the broken windows and
unhinged doors. The houses resisted the destructive waves, and for a moment there was a
lull in the storm. The brief silence was deafening. Then the cycle began again, the waves
desperately trying to destroy what little was left of the village.

The storm continued throughout the night, and as dawn forced its way through the black
night once again, the deceptively calm sea disguised the real truth. For the reason why the
village had rested uninhabited and undisturbed for so long now, was because nobody and
nothing could win over the unsparing, domineering sea.

LORIEN STANFIELD
YEAR 11
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THE KING OF THE JUNGLE CAGED

People come and stare

Why are they out there?

Can't it be us who can be free

To wander this exciting world.

No, they can stare

Or pull faces or glare

While I wait here

Confounded by confusion and fear.

I'm meant to be the King of the jungle,

Do you know they call me bungle?

What life is this when all I do

Is sit and wait for a life that's new?

No they can stare

Or pull faces or glare

While I wait here

Confounded by confusion and fear.

I'm on my own in this cage

I p ace up and down as I age

they will soon say I'm too old

To go back to the wild. I'll be sold.
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CIVILISATION?

Once we crawled on our bellies

out of our dank primordial soup

not for us the spineless jellies

we stand proud not stooped

Into the sun we grew so tall

discovered philosophy and dancing,

wonders of our world will never pall

our minds like quick silver lancing

Then we, like others before us

forgot the beauty of this paradise

became involved with the no. 9 bus

and spread the earth like body lice

Hither and thither like busy ants

we drown our souls in inanity

to worship God we gave up cants

paradise is lost through insanity

In this once great nation of ours

people are homeless on the streets

the old, the weak without power

yet in this heart revolution beats
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DUNBLANE

They went to school that morning,
Expecting it to be,
The same as all others,
Because they were young and free.

They'd do some work, read and write,
And even have some fun.
Little did they know that this would change,
By the sound of gun.

A crazed and angry gunman opened fire,
In that school gym.
They could not get away from him,
and now their lives have gone.

Now the world is mourning.
Why did it have to be?
Why did he take those lives away?
When they were so young and free.

ANNA SIDLOW 8M
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JANE AUSTEN

the may flower is out
and the warm wind
storms along
the coast

twilight
gathers shadows
into the sea

the night
swells, heavy
with anticipation

far away
blows
a whale

a candle
throws shadows
on these pages

where the light
infantry
march along
whistling
a cheerful
song

wink
at the pretty girls
who shake their ribbons
and then- curls
so fleetingly

JOHN MARKS
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ROSE TINTED GLASSES
inspired by Alan Bennett's Talking Heads

Nellie is a woman in her sixties. She is sitting in her tidy and simply furnished
lounge, looking out of the window and twitching her net curtains.
It is early evening.

I see that young girl from across the street is gaHavanting up and down as usual.
Can't be more than sixteen. Every night it's the same, just after Neighbours
finishes, she's out the door. Neighbours, hub, that's a joke, I wish Ihad good
neighbours. Look at her, skirt up to her armpits and her face done up like a circus
clown. She'll be hanging around with that young lad she calls her boyfriend again, I
shouldn't wonder. It's disgusting, all over each other in the street, where everyone
can see. In my day, when me and Percy first started walking out together, we didn't
dare even hold hands in public. If I had behaved like some of them do today, my dad
would have had me over his knee.

(Sigh) Walking out, they don't call it that anymore; everything has been updated.
It's all to do with us joining Europe, I read about it once. I blame the parents.

Been to the cemetery today. Weekly trip, you know, to keep Percy from feeling left
out. Can't get up as much now, flaming hip. I was telling him about Elsie Tatlow's
bunions and Len Bradshaw's piles, you know, the important stuff.

It would have been Niamh's fortieth birthday today.

(Fade to Black)
(Come up in the same setting) Morning.
Don't know half of 'em now. And the half I do know aren't much better. They're all
the same round here, self self self. Take that family next door but one. The woman's
not twenty-five, three kiddies already and another on the way. She has a fella but I
dare say he's not the father to them all. And they're not married, well she doesn't
wear a ring. I see her every Monday down the Post Office, getting her social. They've
no values these days. They'd rather sponge off other people than have a job of their
own. Never done a hard day's work in their lives, most of them.

She lets them kids run riot on this street, cheeky little devils. I saw one of em
knocking on one-legged Tommy's door yesterday and then running away. Well,
would you credit it ?

Now, there's a nice young man lives at number 32, very polite, always speaks when
he sees me. I see him setting off for work in the moming, eight o'clock on the dot.
Smartly dressed too. I bet he's a solicitor or sommat. Never see him going out with
all these young girls. .

Well, I can't sit around here all day, it's Mothers Union this afternoon and it's my
turn to provide tea and biscuits. ; .
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(Fade to Black)

Come up on Nellie sitting at her small dining room table, buttering a scone. It's
afternoon.

You know when they want your money, every time it's the same. We haven't seen
the vicar all year but as soon as a famine starts up somewhere up he pops. I don't
think it's the same as last time though, this one has a beard if you can call it that.
Straggly little thing but that's the latest craze apparently, well so Hettie Allthorpe
says, She thinks she knows it all 'cause she went on one of them packed holiday
things, to Benidorm. Give me Scarborough anyday. She ought to act her age.
Anyway, I was about to tell the vicar that charity begins at home and how it's hard
enough to survive on a pension without giving money to someone I don't even know,
when that Gladys wotsher name says she'll be only too glad to help and offers her
services for a coffee morning to raise money for these foreigners. Not to let her out
do me, I suggested one of those Car Boot Sales. I'd seen them on Blue Peter once.
That wiped the smile off her face. The vicar made me chief co-ordinator.

Percy would have been proud of me, getting involved in charity work; he wouldn't
believe it. Neither would Niamh. We never had the chance to get on not like mother
and daughter should. She probably didn't understand why I had to do the things I
did and she never will. It's hard when you're on your own.

Fade to Black
Come up on Nellie sitting up in bed. Evening.
Came out today. Seems like I've missed a lot. Apparently that girl across the street
has gone to university. The fall's made me see things a bit different now. That nice
young woman from next door but one was in hospital same time as me, having the
baby. She came down to see me, only one that did. She had a little girl, only weighed
a couple of pounds, poor little thing, on a machine to help it breathe.
Time for bed I think.

Fades to Black
Come up on Nellie sitting in her living room, bouncing a baby on her knee.

This is my little part time job now, looking after the woman from next door but one's
kiddies while she works. I don't get paid mind, but she does my shopping and other
odd bits of things.

Look at her now, wouldn't think it was the same baby as the one on the machine,
little better now. Your mum and dad must be dead proud. The woman asked me
first, to make sure I didn't mind and I told her I'd be delighted to be godmother to
little baby Niamh.
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MY DOG

You're one in a million

You're special to me

Affectionate, loyal

And good company.

You're there when I'm lonely

And life seems a bore

You cheer me and offer

A comforting paw.

The look in your eyes
A
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Says you quite understand

As you thrust a bewhiskered

Wet paw in my hand

You never desert me

Wherever I go.

You're a far better friend

Than some people I know

I thank you by writing

This short monologue.

My faithful companion p
And friend, my dog.

Sarah Law
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) rhe music filled the shadows; you heard a sound that was a million miles away

~omfakery and a step away from your heart. Just like it always did, this sound

)Utthe swagger back into your step, the rush into your blood but somehow, and I

lon't know how, they had become deeper, wider, soulful, better at their craft,

tnspired by so many things like a world that is tilting who knows where and the

applause they always knew was theirs but waited to impatiently to receive.

Wordscut you from all angles, backed up by a monumental sound that rises high,

high and high to crash against your rocks and then changes, majestically and

p:tagicallyto soothe the wounds inside.

As you are dragged inside on this trip abandon, you hear a council estate singing

its heart out. You hear the clink of loose change that is never enough to buy

what you need, boredom and poverty, hours spent with a burnt out guitar, dirty

pubs and cracked up pavements, violence and love, all rolled into one, and now

this.

At the end you flip over and start again because now you are not isolated. TheyI
have gone to work so that you can go home. High above the day turns pink and

~Iyou feel your feet lift above the ground as new roads open up in front of you. In

this town the jury is always rigged but the people know. They always know the

truth. Believe. Belief. Beyond. Their morning glory.

Anon



REVISION OF THE PIED PIPER

Adorable, cute, fluffy, big ears, sweet nature. To many among us, this will describe the wild
brown rabbit. It is a rodent that ahnost all of us know and take great joy in seeing. But for a
small, unfortunate minority, these wide eyed innocents are infact evil pests with an
alarming habit of overbreeding.

There was one particular town which saw their rabbit population as a nightmare. The
people of this town were plagued by the pests. The crops of their farmers were eaten and
trampled and the livelihood of the town was quickly being destroyed since the plague began.

Soon the rabbits lost a lot of their shyness and came into the streets of the town itself,
chewing holes in the shop doors, S~lootingout from under benches and tripping people up,
scrabbling through people's rubbish bags sending tin cans, tea bags and all sorts of other
rubbish cascading down the road.

The mayor of this town, in full agreement with his citizens, decided that if local government
wouldn't tackle the problem, the town's people themselves would have to.

'We will shoot them', he said as though he was the first to think of this wonderful idea and
although the towns people did not like their mayor and resented the way he often spoke to
them, they also knew that this was the best course of action.

And so the massacre began. Anyone who knew how to handle a gun was issued with one
and young people were cheaply employed to collect dead rabbits on commission. But due to a
defence mechanism deeply intertwined in the structure of their genes, the female rabbits
retreated and began to reproduce at an incredible speed. The more rabbits were shot, the
more rabbits were produced. They became more cunning and quick, while the towns people
grew only desperate. Finances in ruins and with none of their own food, aid workers began
to help them with emergency supplies. Along with the rush of helpers, came a peculiar man
with black eyes and long unbrushed hair. Soon after his arrival, the man approached the
mayor.
'I have a proposition,' he said quietly.
'What is it ?' cried the mayor, anxious for a solution. With his political career in ruins he too
was desperate, not for the town's sake, but to save his own face.
, I can get rid of your rabbits,' he said, 'and if you will give me £200, I will act upon my
words.' The mayor looked up suspiciously.
'Where can I get £200 from? You have seen for yourself how poor we are.' The man locked
eyes with the mayor and for a long time his black eyes stared into the very soul of the fat
man.
'You have £2000 stashed in a plastic bag, hidden underneath the largest oak tree in your
gardens.' The man stated this simply and the mayor blanched. He knew he could not deny
it; he had felt those eyes reading his thoughts as if they were flicking through a magazine.
'Two hundred pounds is a small price, wouldn't you say?' the man asked, 'when it is given in
exchange for the love and gratitude of your people?' This appealed to the mayor'S'vanity.
'I will give you the money when you have destroyed these pests he said.
'If you give me your word and we shake hands, I will agree,' the man said pleasantly.
'Of course,' the mayor replied with a slimy smile.

And so as the rabbits came out at the break of dawn the next day, the man began to make a
strange noise. He sat on a small hillock in the town park and stared into the eyes of the
rabbits around him, at the same time producing a deep, monotonous note from the back of
his throat. More and more of the small creatures gathered and the early risers of the town
watched the spectacle with growing interest.
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Before their eyes, the man stood and began to walk away, out of the town and towards a
nearby river, all the time making one deep note and looking around into the eyes of every
rabbit. Hypnotised, the wretched animals followed their master and when he waded into the
river, they waded in with him. Only they, of course, could not wade, and the man watched
sadly as each rabbit was pulled beneath the surface of the water and swept away
downstream.

Eventually, the task completed, the strange man walked out of the river to great shouts of
joy from the massive crowd which had gathered. But the man ignored the people and
headed straight to the mayor's office.

'I have performed my part of the bargain,' he said standing opposite the man in question.'
Now would you please do so as well ?' he asked politely. The mayor knew from the shouts
outside that he man had spoken the truth. Hearing his own name being rejoiced over, the
mayor's self importance resurfaced quickly and in his small brain grew a big idea.

'No!' he replied, 'I am thankful for your services, as are the people of this town, but as I have
already said, we have no money and so I am afraid your demands just can't be met. 1 am
sure you understand our position. You may go on your way now.' The mayor smiled smugly
and offered his hand.

'I have taken your hand once before,' the man said, 'but as of yet it has had no meaning and
I will not shake it again until it does. Please give me my money and I will leave straight
away. I must also warn you that I can lead a lot more than rabbits.' But the mayor ignored
this and looked down his nose at the man.
'Leave now!' he ordered. To his surprise the man did, seeming to disappear as strangely as
~~~~ .
The Mayor quickly forgot about the strange man who had saved his skin, and set about
taking the credit for himself. A few days later, though, he was forced to recall the man's
warnings. Sitting on a bench surrounded by well-wishers and 'fans' he suddenly became
aware of the man's eyes upon him. He stood and felt himself drawn to the corner of a nearby
street where he could see children running out of houses everywhere. If they could walk,
they came; if they couldn't walk, they crawled They all moved in one direction and, looking
up, the mayor linked eyes with the strange man once more. They stood like that for a
moment before the man turned and making another, deeper note in his throat, he led the
children out of the town.

The Mayor looked on helplessly, unable to move even, while the crowd moved further into
the distance. Those around him saw the children and understood intuitively what had
happened with the rabbits. As the strange man walked up a nearby hill with the children,
he heard screams from the town but would not turn, wouldn't glance even at what he had
left behind.

Up, up and up the man walked until he came to a hole in the hill side. He walked through
this into a large hollow inside the hill. The children followed and gasped as they saw the
beauty around them. There were flowers of all colours and luscious green leafed trees with
round juicy fruit hanging from their branches. After the last of the children had entered the
garden, the hole disappeared as though it had never been there. In this beautiful place the
children lived from then onwards. And they were happy. Until they grew older. Until they
realised they were trapped in paradise, until they realised that they missed what they used
to have, until they realised that they were missed.

APRIL JENKINS
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CULLODEN

It was the morning of the 17th April
1746. The armies of Bonnie Prince
Charlie and George n were preparing to
do battle at Culloden moor in the

Scottish Highlands. The highland
warriors led by Charles Edward Stewart
(better known as Bonnie Prince Charlie
or the Young Pretender) had already
gained two victories and invaded England
and George's army, led by his son, the
Duke of Cumberland were looking for
revenge.

r, Patrick Grant and SOIT\.eof my friends
were standing in line waiting for the order
to attack. I could see the well,disciplined
army of the English lined up in front of
me. Sometimes gaps would appear in
their ranks and the English artillery
would be hauled into a place and made

f

ready for the coming onslaught. My
friends were huddled up in their plaids
drinking. One, Gregor Macgregor was
eating bits from a newly cooked chicken
we had stolen from an English raiding
party the week before. I could see the
Prince sitting on his horse, proud and
headstrong surveying the battlefield.

As I stood on top of the hill, looking
down on the army of English soldiers I
could see each individual firearm and

cannon and they all seemed to be
pointing towards me. Even among
thousands of loyal comrades I felt alone
and exposed; each single Englishman's
face was gritted in raw determination to
kill me.

r looked around for some way of escape,
somewhere to hide, but I knew that to
run would be named a coward and be

dismissed from one's clan and so pride
triumphed over fear and I held my

y
D~

ground. My forehead started to drip.~
anxiety. I felt alone, vulnerable ~lt
isolated. re

I looked up and down our lines. So m:a~
strange faces, so many men and yet Itvi
many' would survive this day's fightJu
Would my friends live to see the daWl11e
another new day? and now came le
question r had been dreading all alo:n
"Would l?" I tried not to think abou I
but it kept coming back and hitting.a
like a ton of bricks. I stared strailu
ahead trying to let no,one know hh
utterly petrified I felt. )f

A young soldier of no more than eighttI
years of age looked at me with a forl~~
expression on his face. I gave hinil-
reassuring smile which seemed to put hot:

at ease. I wish I could say it had done r'
same to me. My heart gently crept up?
chest and into my throat. I could hea~1
reverberating, loudly and consistenS
against the back of my neck. My h;
began to throb and my hands began [1
sweat as I ~ clutched my rifle tightly. U
thought once more about my friends aF
comrades; the happiness we had shant
the sorrows which we had confided ant

knew that everyone of them would I
feeling the same way as I did. ,

Suddenly the English cannon disappeal~
in a cloud of smoke as they hurled tbt
deadly projectiles towards our lin
Many men went down from the fi
volley alone, and then came a second aI
then a third. Eventually the Prince ga
the order to charge. My feelings
isolation evaporated as I ran down the h
towards the hated English. Gun~
echoed across the battlefield as we clo~

with the English ranks. Exhilaratll



filled my mind as I blanked out all other
thoughts apart from the slaughter. I fired
my rifle into the ranks of the English as I
closed with the enemy.

~~ young English soldier knocked my rifle
11but of my hands with the butt of his
firearm and swiped at my head with his

l~ayonet. I ducked out of the way of
dswirling death, drew my claymore and

nfPlungedit into his midriff. He looked at
,me, dumbfounded. I answered him with

~~acold stare, pulled out my blade and the

:1IEnglishmanfell quickly to the floor.
: I looked hurriedly around me. Our left
[])flank had succumbed to the English
:rbullets before even getting to grips with
J'the enemy and our right was on the verge

of fleeing. They turned and saw the
~,Prince high up on the hill. This scene
r gave them heart and they crashed into

the foe with ~enewed vigour. The

Lremains of the English frontline were
1swept away by the revitalised Scots but
lance again they were driven back by the

superior numbers of the English and the
Scottish last charge had been repulsed.
Sensing the battle was lost, I and eight of
my friends slipped quietly and
unnoticably from the battlefield. Once
out of sight we turned and ran back
towards the highlands from which we had
come.

I stared out towards the deep, black
waters of Loch Cluanie. The clouds

above ploughed themselves quickly
through the emerald sky and a brook

beneath me rippled and flowed into the
already swollen waters of the Loch. The
neon sun beat down upon the tranquil
hills and the tall trees cast shadows over

the green, dewy grass.

It was a typical highland morning so,
beautiful, so calm and peaceful. I
breathed in the body. I sighed and
returned to the cave, Carriedhoga, in
which my friends and I lived. Two of my
friends were roasting pieces of fresh fish,
newly caught this morning in the
mysterious waters of the Loch. Others
were sitting round watching the pair in
eager anticipation for the feast to come.

My mind drifted back to that fateful day
when the dreams of all the Scots were

thrown away like seeds in the wind. I
thought of the experiences and feelings I
had felt; the loneliness, the sorrow and
then I thought of the happiness and joy I
feel among just a few of my dearest
friends, people who understood me, how I
felt, what my thoughts were. It felt
strange that among all those thousands of
people I felt alone but among eight I feel
contented and happy. I thought about
the puzzle and finally came to the
conclusion that when faced with death or

horror it gives a new meaning to the word
'alone' .

KEITH WALMSLEY, BM



FRIENDSHIP

Wherever you go,
They'll always know

Friendship is a good thing
Everyone should have it

Whenever something does go wrong,
Friends are always there for you

Trusting, caring,
Willing, sharing

So, they can be steady,
To be at the ready

That is what a friend should be!

SU2.Ar\HJE KAY

Friendship

A good friend is someone who is very caring

but also someone who is very sharing.

I would like my friend to fill me with glee

Not someone who will walk away when they're

bored with me.

I would treat my friend how I'd like to be treated

If we both do that our friendship will be

completed.

Lauren Ashworth 7M



JE\VJEN}[NG

'hen the light of day slowly starts to slide away,

~d the twilight of night covers the sky with a velvet beauty.

{hen the sharp stare of the sun is Jl"eplaced by the soft twinkle of a million

ars, shining everlasting, upon every house.

hen from the rush of the day you curl up exhausted in your bed,

hen you slowly disappear undeJFneath the sheets and drift into a dlreamless

eep,

Oil know for sure that the night has fallen.

Dominique ]Domoney aM

]F]RJ[JEND§]H[][P

Friends are people "Who care for you,
and help you every day.
A friend is someone who is caring
and will support you all the way.
A friend is a person you can depend on,
When you're on your own you've found
All in all a friend is brilliant,
to have around.

Friends are there to talk to,

When you are feeling blue.
Friends will always listen,
even when you don't want them to.

Friends will keep your secrets,
and they "Will never tell a lie.

So friends must be pretty special,
and this poem has just told you why!!!

JLynzee McShea 7M
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n~J. A WINTER'S DAY

The crunch of snow and frost under foot,

White snowflakes falling softly to the ground, and I

balancing on bare tree branches,

In the distance, the carollers, walking from door
to door singing,

A lone bird finds a squirrel's horde under the

snow,

Robins chirping happily, hopping from branch to

branch, dislodging the snow on to a

fieldmouse sleeping down below,

Children laughing gaily as they collect chestnuts

to roast in the warm open fire,

Others collect holly and mistletoe to hang on or

above the door.

Then night falls, and all that can be heard are the

owls calling, searching for food, or the wind

whistling in the treetops of the lonely wood.

Verity Radley BR
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Thank you to John Cabin, Farah Javeed, Imrozia Maqboul and
Helen Altham for helping me put together the creative writing
section.

S. PICKLES
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B.RG.S. Young Engineers

The 'Engineering in Education' scheme is a nation-wide organisation, founded
0 to enable LVI students in Great Britain the opportunity to gain engineering experience

in typical industrial situations. Due to the popularity and the demands of such a
scheme, both the schools and students who wished to take part were selected to fonn a
team rich in motivation, practicality and initiative. For the first time in the school's
history, B.R.G.S. was fortunate enough to be one of the nine establishments in
Lancashire to be selected to fonn a young engineers team, sponsored by Lucas(

Automotive, BumIey. The team was comprised of four individuals who, in order to be
selected, underwent rigorous selection processes and eventually comprised Helen 'the
vice' Ashton, Philip 'hacksaw' Ham, Chris 'electronics' Lord and Richard 'the tool'
Seedhouse.

The team was asked to solve a problem which was occuning at the Lucas Plant
in Burnley. During the assembly of relays, one of the components - the resistors -
which are mounted on feed paper, occasionallyjams the 'Dixon 6' assembly machines.
This is caused by folds created in the feed paper due to their packaging. Machine
stoppages are costly, time wasting and a nuisan~e, and it was therefore desirable to
prevent this from happening. In light of this brief: the team, with the aid of professional
advice from on-site engineers at Lacas set out to tackle the problem. After many hours
of research, planning, development and gruelling labour, the result was a sophisticated.
prototype reeling mechanism, which removed the kinks created in the resistor feed
paper by tension createrl through rollers. .-.

The final solution was built during a four day stay at Lancaster University in
January, which boasts some of the finest manufacturing workshops and modem
technical equipment in the North West. Following this the finished solution and project
report was presented to a panel of judges formed by engineers from large companies
such as British Aerospace and British Gas. The prototype which was proposed by
B.R.G.S. to solve the problem faced by Lucas invoked much interest at the final
judging convention which was hosted by B.N.F.L. Heysham, in April. The team
received an ovation of praise from onlookers and interested bosses at Lucas, who are
currently reviewing our proposal. The team felt they had gained valuable learning
experience from the scheme and also an insight into the impressive world of
engmeenng.



DCAN

You may have noticed, from the rather attractive coke bins round school, that a new company
has developed within BRGS - DCAN; set up by a group of sixth formers for their Duke of
Edinburgh service. The aim of this scheme is to directly benefit the school, from the money
made, from the recycling of both steel and aluminium cans.

Although the initial idea seemed successful, UCAN has had to battle against all odds:-

1. Certain forms (that have assembly on the balcony) seem to enjoy destroying the collection
bin lids. Okay, so assembly can be boring but is this really the only relief?
Many people obviously have got the wrong idea- seeding apple~~"sandwiches etc. into the
collection bins, believe me the bins enjoy drink cans more.
However, leaving your cans half full also has it's problems -what goes in must come out.
Yes, this results in the dreaded spillage's.

2.

3.

Despite these minor hassles, DCAN is progressing, and we hope to use the money made for the
funding of school trips or to put towards new school equipment. We have recently joined ACRE,
which will pay cash for both aluminium and steel cans, and hopefully provide us with more
resilient can collection bins.

Recycling cans may sound boring and pointless but the fact is that it not only helps the
environment but also should benefit every pupil at BRGS. And on a more national scale, if
Britain's yearly output of 60,000 tonnes of aluminium cans could all be recycled, collection
groups/individuals would earn at total of £30,000,000.

Therefore, UCAN has enormous potential but we can't do it alone, we need the support of the
whole school. So, continue to leave your cans at the six collection points and please don't
dispose of everything also in them too. And just remember that every individuaY s co-operation
will make a difference -DCAN too.

ELLA STOVES 12MC



SIXTH FORM GEOGRAPHY FIELDWORK

On a cool March morning a group of jean clad, optimistic laughing young people boarded a rickety
striped wagon called a coach. Yes, it was the annual torture of sixth form geography students! The
ride to the Yorkshire Dales was fairly uneventful and excitement mounted as we neared our
destination.

A quick stop not far from Settle allowed Dr. Robinson and Dr. Edwards to shower us with their
knowledge of glacial features. One that we were particularly interested in was a face someone had
earlier carved in the snow!

Mounting the coach we headed for Gayle Beck and Long Gill on our river fieldwork investigation.
Air temperature was dropping rapidly and snow was forecast. However, being made of sterner stuff
(and una'"le to think of a convincing excuse) we fared the harsh winds and stood in minus
temperature waters. Dr. Edwards and Dr. Robinson both provided a highlight to the day. The
former by demonstrating an army tactic more when he slid down a hill. And Dr. Robinson by telling
off two boys who he thought had wandered off to the coach but were actually visiting the toilet in the
privacy of some rushes -that is until we all turned round!

Reaching the hostel the coach driver demonstrated his skill by smoothly manoeuvring the rear of
the coach into a stone wall! Luckily no one was hurt. The coach only suffered a crater sized dent.

Loud voices and rumbling stomachs greeted Whirley Gill, Black Shiver and Easter Grotto - the
rooms in the centre. Hurrying to the dining room and seating ourselves, we inhaled the air
expectantly, looking rather like the Bistro kids. A smell wafted under our noses and as mushroom
soup was laid before us we were hungry no more. Fortunately, all was not lost, Dr. Robinson taking
pity on us managed to contact the cook and get us a more substantial meal. The Goldie Horn look-a-
like cook having served our meal left Dr. Edwards to break the next piece of bad news. We were all
to be divided into groups to wash, dry, mop the kitchen and clean the dining room! .

On Saturday the snow finally came. This was the day we were expected to work our way up a 1000
m hill! We all split into groups and waited patiently while Dr. Robinson tried to get his minibus
started. This was to be the general trend for the day.

Arriving at our destination we noted the two inches of snow on the ground whilst planning our
reveDge. Carrying a few litres of water among other equipment we faced the challenge.

Reaching the 200m point we found we could carry on no longer. The snow blew over the next station
so we could barely see lOOm ahead. Dr. Robinson agreeing, after hearing lots of moaning, led us
back down the hill.

Taking us back to the centre to warm us up Dr. Edwards then told us we were going out for a walk!
Striding a field ahead of us he smiled as a snow ball war developed behind him.

After tea, pulling on our woolly socks, we settled in front of the telly. Only to be disturbed by Dr.
Robinson exclaiming it was time we did some proper work! Moans and groans filtered through the
air as the clock ticked on until murmurs were heard as Match of the Day was about to begin. Dr.
Robinson's kind hearted nature shone through as he dismissed us.

Rising the next day, we warmed our frozen bodies in the dining room. The day followed a similar
pattern to the previous ones. Having been marched up and down snow covered hills, we were even
glad to see our 'last supper',

That afternoon as the rickety coach (minus dent) returned to the valley of waterproof not one voice
echoed anywhere. All around gentle snoring filled the air as the sixth formers dreamed of warm
beds, heated rooms, clean clothes and some decent food!

DAVID WAUGH



B.R.G.S. ON THE CA1WALK

Spruced out in their gladrags a group of BRGS students mounted a coach under
the supervision of Miss Hinch and Mr Baird. Their destination? well, the only
place they could do themselves justice was the Clothes Show Exhibition at the
NEC in Birmingham. Famous names were being dropped here and there as
Miss Hinch tried to entice everyone into a happy mood.

The coach journey was soon over, except for those of us who were travel sick.
Excitement had to be contained and several people had to be held back in their
seats as Miss Hinch gave out instructions. Disembarking, all eyes were on tlLe
look out for famous people or prospective models.

The first stop for many was the XS male model catwalk show here BRGS girls
tried to remain calm (and conscious) as Calvin Klein underwear was paraded
on several impressive physiques. Mer the show everyone parted as they had
their own goals to achieve by the end of the day. Designer labels, free
makeovers, goodie bags, model spotting (one certain young lady chatting up the
Price is Right model), and bargain hunting were all orders of the day.

After lunch we all gathered for the main event -the Jeff Banks Catwalk Show.
As Jeff Banks (who another young lady walked past without even noticing) and
company stepped onto the catwalk we were deafened by cheers all around. An
extravangza of bright colours, beautiful textures and (most importantly) well
toned make bodies greeted our eyes. We were told Jodie Kidd, the waif like
supermodel, would also be appearing. Unfortunately BRGS, like the majority of
the audience were not impressed with the unhealthy image Jodi projected.

Parting our ways once again we headed for all the stands (and male models)
still not discovered. Some even ventured back to the XS stand to recheck the
quality of Calvin Klein underwear.

Dragging ourselves away, laden with designer bags, manicured nails ~d
radical hairstyles, we found the coach and settled down. It was to be a lo~wait
as two star struck girls having spotted a famous model, forgot the time ana theft'
preceded to get lost in the centre. Finally, reaching the coach they breathed a
sigh of relief as Miss Hinch greeted them with a friendly smile.

A perfect ending to a star studded day!

BY ELSID



B.R.G.S. FASHION SHOW 1995

Who needs the Parisian catwalks of Gucci and Versace when B.R.G.S. host their own
fashion extravangza each year?

The 28th November 1995 saw school come alive once more after hours with loud music,
bright lights and the latest fashions. And those of us who visited the NEC in
Birmingham last December to see the Clothes Show Live, will realise the Jeff Banks
fashion show led by Super models such as Jodie Kidd holds nothing on the B.R.G.S.
equivalent. .

Mter many hours of careful planning it was decided by the 6th form organisers that
the traditional 'super-models' just wouldn't do the show justice; and that instead our
own B.R.G.S. born and bred models would do a much better job (Anna Nash, Esther
Locke, Helen Weir, Richard Thomas, Dominic Thackery, Danny Willacy, Alex
Calderbank, Steven Eardley and not forgetting Sidrah Arif who has originally only
come to organise the models but was pulled in at the last minute to model when some
didn't turn up ! It was these people who helped to make the show a roaring success
after modelling clothes from certain well known high-street stores and other reputable
fashion outlets. Clothes ranged from jackets and jumpers to skirts and suits.
Unfortunately for our male models, underwear was pulled off the agenda just before
the show started much to their dismay! Matthew Holt and Robert Turner worked the
lights whilst the models strutted along the catwalk to the likes of Right Said Fred, 'I'm
too Sexy' and R. Kelly 'She's Got That Vibe' trying their best to impersonate Cindy,
Naomi and Cameron. The evening was a huge success with many of the clothes being
sold and raising money for the P.T.A.

Nineteen Sixth Form Students all helped to pull off such a great show -without them it
wouldn't have happened. Another fashion show will be held later in the year for anyone
who wants a fun evening out or for those who fancy being a 'Super-Model' for an

. ,evenIng .......

CLAIRELOMAS



TRUE CONFESSIONS OF A JET-SETI'ING TEACHER

It all now seems so long ago, yet it is only seven weeks since I completed my whirlwind tour of
parts of Europe, the Middle East and Mrica!

Backin 1994Mr. Hunt had invited me to accompany the Voyage of Discovery, at Easter 1996.
A chance to accompany all those nice BRGS students and perhaps see one or two historical
sights. A chance not to be missed but first consult the family. As this was not the first time
mum had disappeared with other people's children, during a school holiday, I was wished bon
voyageby my daughter who enquired about the chance of a space in the suitcase.

During the Waster holiday in 1995, I accompanied Mr. Parkinson and twenty two BRGS
students on the German Exchange to Dietrich Bonhoeffer Gymnasium. This was a great
success.I was asked to repeat the visit during the Easter break in 1996. Was there a clash of
dates?No, just enough time to get home, unpack, wash and repack my clothes! Time to consult
the family again. The family conference was held and approval was given, with the proviso that
I brought home interesting and numerous gifts!

The time seemed to fly by and on Thursday 28th March 1996, I set off on the first leg of my
journey.

What are the best and worst moments of the Voyage of Discovery.

My best moment was seeing the pyramids for the first time. Their proximity to Cairo is
amazing and their size in reality is enormous. The camel ride was an experience perhaps tried
once but not repeated! The bargaining with traders was interesting, it makes shopping in
England seem even more boring and tedious.

Other favourite moments were Jerusalem, the Dead Sea and Crac des Chevaliers, the Crusader
castle in Syria.

My worst moment must go to Gatwick Airport at 3.30 a.m., waiting for the plane to depart,
when really I wanted to be in bed asleep. Closely followed by the ladies toilet in Crac des
Chevaliers,no doubt the original from the 12th century!

The students were brilliant, a credit to the school and a pleasure to take on the cruise. The
three intrepid parents accompanying the part;Y were excellent company. Mr Hunt and Mr
Gaddenweregoodtravelling companions. .

Jokes were played and April Fool's Day was marked by an assembly of the party in extra long
socksand strategically placed hankies around the neck, to allow us to visit that morning's port
of call. The students' answer was a rather mysterious lady called Helga, who sent intriguing
messages to Mr. Hunt for the rest of the cruise. She even managed to acquire some of Mr.
Hunt's personal property!

I arrived back in Rossendale on Good Friday, 5th April, just in time to help my children finish
their packing. The next day they left for their week long residential music course in
Warwickshire. Fortunately, I had managed to find several interesting gifts for them, they left
happy and satisfied. They wished me bon voyage and hoped to see me in two weeks, with more
interesting gifts.

I then spent four days at home. I caught up on sleep, did my washing and actually found time
to be with my long suffering husband. No doubt he was looking forward to a few days without
the children or his wife so he could manage a few rounds of undisturbed golf.

Wednesday. 10th April, arrived and I was rested and packed. At least the flight to Frankfurt
left from Manchester at a sensible hour for our ten day visit to Germany.



The students were quite nervous. Some had never flown before and most were a little
apprehensive about meeting their exchange partners for the first time. The flight was on time;
they were all waiting for us at the gate; the first nervous words were exchanged and the ice
was broken.

We arrived during the second week of the German school holiday, which allowed a reasonably
easy start to the exchange. Frau Brinkmann gave her now famous tour of Heidelberg; we
sampled ten pin bowling German style and visited Mannheim.

On Monday 15th April we all had to rise at some ridiculously early time to go to school which
was probably my worst moment on the exchange! School starts at 7.55 a.m., which means 6.55
a.m. English time. A lot of bleary eyed English students appeared at the Gymnasium. They
experienced lessons German style and met the Headmaster, Herr Becker. School finished for
the day at 1.00 p.m., time to got home for a meal and a sleep! It would be nice to fmish at
B.R.G.S. at this time each day, perhaps good compensation for the early start.

Fitted around the days in school were visits to the Senkenberg Museum in Frankfurt, Burg
Guttenberg and Bad Wimpfen (just how far did we walk?)

A Farewell Event was held which included short sketches performed by mixed groups of
English and German students. This is probably one of my favourite moments, seeing the
students working together and having fun creating some very entertaining sketches.

Saturday, 20th April, the end of the Exchange. We arrived home in the evening. The family
were pleased to see me. My son said he was glad I was back, so that he did not have to iron all
his own shirts! (The problem of being twelve). .

A short rest before I return to the chalkface on Monday. Just time to unpack and prepare some
lessons.

Monday, 22nd April, back to school. Staff comment on my tan and how relaxed I appear.
Obviously travelling over. 5000 miles, with over sixth B.R.G.S. students, in a period of three
weeks is to be advisedfor the Hudson constitution! .

I would not hesitate to repeat this feat of endurance. Both the cruise and the Exchange are to
be recommended to any B.R.G.S. student. I will have many happy memories of those students I
accompanied at Easter 1996.

MRS C.E. HUDSON
June 1996



CONCERT REVIEW: BRITBEA T BOOTLEGS

Venue: B.R.G.S. Concert Hall

The stage was set; tension grew as the seconds ticked away to the first chance to see the
Britbeat Bootlegs in their first live performance. Tickets had sold out and the lucky two
hundred packed inside were anticipating the gig of the year. A two hour celebration of thirty
years of Britain's fmest popular music was about to begin. A capacity crowd entered the
venue to a background of classic songs by classic bands from the past and present. Songs
from "The Beatles, Police, The Kinks, Oasis, Pulp, U2 and Supergrass entertained a crowd
of all ages.

To an electric atmosphere entered the fourteen musicians; three guitarists, Mr "Snake"
Morriss playing bass; Tom Lamb playing lead guitar; and Mr "Macca" Jackson playing
rhythm guitar and singing lead vocals; five backing vocalists - Claire Chapman, Lucy
Ashton, Elizabeth Disney, Catherine Hargreaves and Kelly Mason; drummer John
William's;brass players Matthew Holt, Andrew Lord and Ivor Bowen playing trumpet, and
David Arnold playing trombone. Finally came Mr Whittaker making his first and last
appearance playing the piano and guitar and vocals on selected numbers.

To the count of" 1,2,3,4," the concert began with The Beatles' "Lady Madonna", followed by
the haunting "Free as a bird" enriched by the blistering lead solos of "Snake" Morriss and by
the Lennon- like vocals of "Macca" Jackson. The crowd were gripped and when the applause
subsided Mr Whittaker began the first of the concert's Oasis covers, "Don't Look Back In
Anger". Through Tom Lamb's guitar and Mr Whittaker's piano transpired tones truly
similar to that of Noel Gallagher and Oasis. Those who knew the song started to sing along
to its words immediately and the more mature members of the audience had mastered them
by the end of the first verse. Then came an example of the talent which shall be sorely
missed, in the shape of Mr Whittaker . his accompaniment to "Real Love" was exceptional.

Next came an upbeat cover of "Alright" by the Oxford band Supergrass. The song began and
someof the younger members of the audience congregated at the front of the hall and were
dancing to its catchy tune. When it ended the crowd went wild and the applause lasted
forever ... this was definitely a favourite. After this came a song from Police, "Every Step
You Take" and two more from The Beatles, "The Long and Winding Road", and "While My
Guitar Gently Weeps", one of the few Beatles songs written by George Harrison. Three
numbers played to perfection with the expertise of "Snake" Morriss playing the lead on two
songs, and by Mr Whittaker's amazing piano performance on "The Long and Winding Road".
The band left the stage, to quote Lucy Ashton, "fur a well earned break," just leaving Mr
Jackson to entertain the crowd. He played through the Oasis B-side, "D'Ya Wanna Be
Spaceman" from the single "Shakermaker". The backing vocalists then returned to sing "I
Can't Help Falling In Love With You" without the help of Mr Jackson's vocals and were
followed by Suzanne Elkington to play "Norwegian Wood" on the violin. She performed
beautifully, and made such a difficult instrument to play appear very easy. Everyone left
the stage and a completely new act appeared. Mr Coilins and Mike, members of another
band, made a guest appearance performing the classic "Live Forever" from Oasis' first
album. Mike's amazing vocals combined with the excellent lead guitar from Mr Coilins made
for one of the best songs of the evening. The duo departed to a loud applause, and a third
guest appeared ... the one man band, Mr. Elmer, singing and playing the song "Not Fade
Away" accompanied by a high tech backing track manipulated by Alex "El" Goldie.



The band returned to play an interesting version of the Oasis' single "Wonderwall" at a very
quick pace. "Macca" and the backing vocalists sung the "Help!" classic "You've got to Hide
Your Love Away", a song enriched by Catherine Hargreaves mellow flute performance.
Then came for me, the best song of the night, "All You Need Is Love". As the brass played
the introduction balloons were released and the atmosphere was electric. Next came Paul
McCartney's hymn "Let It Be" and a beautiful rendition of "Yesterday" starring Suzanne
Elkington with another excellent violin performance. Then followed the roof raising "Hey
Jude", which lasted for over ten minutes in true Paul McCartney-showman style. The song
finished to rapturous applause and the Britbeat Bootlegs prepared to leave the stage ... but
felt compelled to play an encore of four tracks to the crowd's great pleasure.

In summary, this was a wonderful celebration and a great tribute to British music. Praise
must be heaped upon Mr Jackson, his fellow band members, and all those whose hard work
over the last six months have made this concert such a memorable occasion for the lucky
few who were able to see such a great performance.

ANDREW SCOTI 9R

DON'T FORGET:
Catch the next performance at:

The Bacup Empire Theatre
November 16th

TICKETS ON SALE SOON





7M -LIVIN' IN A PRISON

Settling in:

Settling in was a bit of a laugh. The school seemed so big and everything was very confus
We especially enjoyed trying to find the canteen. We got\.e pleasure of being the younl
and everything that goes with it. We got called sprogs, we looked all neat and pretty. SI
people liked us and some didn't.

It took a bit for everyone in 7M to get used to each other, but soon we were all best IDi
(some closer than others!)

Achievements

7M have gained a lot of achievements because we are very sporty (and the best). Our fl
captain is Jenny Heaton. She is also in the netball team which won the inter-form netl
Janine Kelly is the captain of the netball team. We got through to the hockey final which

lfi .-'\
only lost by)M. We have also won the Asda vouchers competition by a long way. Jel
Heaton won the music competition. So as you can see we are great!

All Year Round Up

Well so far it has been a very interesting year. There has been a lot of fun and excitem
The school isn't that bad apart from the list of aboat 100 things wrong with it.

So f~ a round up of the school year, it has been good so far.

Holly Last and'Helen Leyland

7G FORM REPORT

The Rochdale bus arrived, all was quiet in the classroom of 7G until BANG, the door
flung open and Abigail, Lindsay, Kim, Becki, Laura, Danny, Nick and Starkey burst in
with Nick Crowney trailing behind. Oliver and Nick Gilbert were being their usual
noisy selves.

Then1from the corner of the classroom.Danielle shouted "Shut Up!" But nobody listened
and they carried on. The bell went and Philip and James just got there before Mrs
&hofield. Time flew and it was soon time for the first lesson. It was P.E. but sadly they.-"
couldn't use the gym due to an exam or go outside because it was too wet.

So 7G made use of their classroom. They all cleared back the desks except for Nathan
as he did a flying long jump over one. Hayley, Gemma, Catriona and Kerry played
netbalL Rachel and Jenny were sprinting round the room. Emily rolled Joanne up into
a ball and tried to use her as a shot put! While Alex, Neil and Alistair played football.

Then lunchtime came and everyone went to dinner. Everyone except that is for Noel
quietly eating an apple and Terry drawing cartoons. Lunchtime ended and it was time
for drama. John read something from Shakespeare about witches whilst Dominic and
Alison acted it out! So that is one day in the life of 7G, who knows what will happen
tomorrow?



7B FORM REPORT

If you were to stand in the middle of the hall, and listen for the noisiest room of all, it
would be 7B, room 23. Lauren and Lorna are truly ear-splitting - they even have talking
competitions!

Form captains, William Allen and Melanie Goggins try to keep control, but fail. Even
form prefects Carolyn and Deanne can hardly make themselves heard.

We've had a wonderful time this year. Thirteen of us compete in different teams,
including netball, rounders, football, basketball, cricket and orienteering. Ken Masser
was bronze medalist and Melanie was the first girl back in the fun run. We also have
members of our form in the choir.



7S (The Skilled Ones!)

Cool guy Fell, the one who never has a stress, first stepped onto the netball court, his
gym skirt showing his 'lovely' legs! He was closely followed by Gizzy who was late as
usual because he had spent 2 hours on his hair!
Ric the form prefect (the one who never listens or tells us anything) laughed at them
but Matt smiled and gave the lads a look!
Mrs Pick-up blew her whistle in a music manner, and the game began!
Lovely Luke too the centre, his gym skirt flew up, but no one cared because the games
was in full swing. It was thrown to Bully Boy Beefy who was meant to be marked by
Ben but Ben was in the corner having a fit of giggles, but that's another story!
It was passed to Oliver but he wasn't there! Where was he! Ab there he was in the
corner playing football, with Dice ??!!
Simon ran in for the ball but so did Smith, who would get it ? Was it to be Smith but
no, Simon did his famous dive and got it. Smith went flying across the floor and started
shouting about life, school and parents ??!!
It was passed into the semi-circle to Rizwan. He takes a shot marked by Nauman and
misses by a mile and then starts to laugh while Nauman screams "it's a bonus!"
By this time Ray is starting to stress, Ray never stresses, honest! The balls passed to
Hemmings who just stands there smirking "I'm playing it's sad!"
So Scott runs for it, grabs it and dribbles, he shoots, he scores, but no its netball!
Meanwhile up on the field, the skilled girls of 7S were lining up for a game of football.
It was daring dribblers against super shooters. They looked very manly, in their shorts
and team shirts. Everyone took their places, the whistle was blown and the game
began.
Super Sarah took centre pass, but the pass was intercepted by cool Catherine who
made a quick pass to Ace Amy who then ran with the ball up the field. She made a left
footed shot at goal, but magnificent Michelle the goalie made a tremendous save.
Everyone cheered and clapped. Michelle rolled the ball out to silly Sarah D. who passed
it to Happy Helen. Helen was tackled by Stressy Saoirse who then booted the ball up
the field. Daft Danni sprinted down the right wing and made a long shot at goal, sunny
Steph dived but the ball flew over her and into the back of the net. It was a GOAL! one
to nil to Super Shooters. Tanned Toni took the centre pass this time. Eager Elizabeth
made a slide tackle and tripped Sunny Susan up. The referee sent Eager Elizabeth off
and the game continued. Jolly Joanne kicked the ball at magnificent Michelle, who
saved the attempt at a goal. Cunning Carrie-Anne knocked the ball out of Magnificent
Michelle's hands and kicked it over the half way line, where Nice Nicola took control,
moving forwards. She dribbled past Lucky Lorren to kick the ball towards goal, Sunny
Stephanie was so shocked she just let the ball roll between her legs into goal, it was 2 -
0 to the Super Shooters! They all swapped their shirts, and the game was over.



Mr. Gray

Andrew Cummings
Arujanan Jeyasundram

Louise Cook

Chris Maltby

Claire .Cullen
Walsh
Lauren Mannion

&Charlotte

Zoe Poole, Rachel Mills, &
Lucy Molloy
Sarah Greatrix

Charlotte Adams

Matthew Pinner

Nathan Priestley

Andrew Bayley

Hannah George
Serridge
Debbie Loveday

& Sean

Julia Pollard
Dawe

& Chauncy

Phillip Hargreaves & Daniel
Bower

Helen Dawson

Daniel Kithan

Lee Howarth
Rate Hayley
Proctor
OUR FORM
Esther & Helen

& Natalie

PREFECTS

7R's SPECIAL AWARDS

A medal for putting up with our madness, maniac class and for not
collapsing on the job!
A whoopi cushion (well, why not!)
(for having the classes longest and most unpronounceable name) we
give you an encyclopaedia of the world's shortest names.
A pair of stilts to make you able to see over everyone else in the class
(for being one of the smaller people in our form).
(For being the quietest person) we award you a mega phone to shout at
everyone whenever you feel like.
(For being the clowns in our class) we award you a 3 month contract at
the circus.
~~~~~~~~~~_~~~a~~~~~
swinging offlightbulbs by TARZAN!
We give you all a book on 'How to be a BAD netballer' (for being such
good netballers)
A gag to shut you up when teachers are talking! (well done for having
the biggest mouth in the class).
A makeover to make you even more attractive than you were before (for
having the most boyfriends).
(A spectacle cleaner) well done for having the widest variety of cool
glasses..
A 'How to Be a Priest' book (for having the most detentions in the
WHOLE WORLD!)
(For being the person who always worries about his hair), we gi-,reyou 1:1
FREE hair brush! Now stop borrowing girls' hairbrushes.
We give you a vegetarian calendar with lots of pictures of
VEGETABLES! (Well done for caring for all those lovely animals)
(Who never gets a note wrong) here is a video on how to play the flute
'out of tune'.
(For having put up with millions of b.us journeys on the Burnley buses)
we award you 15 lessons on 'How ~ ride a bike ~ school and back,
conducted by Mickey Mouse.
(For being caring people, playing cards ~gether, and sharing out midget
gems EVERY DAY) here is a new pack of cards - the others must be
worn out by now.
(We award you a lOp gift voucher for TOP SHOP) for being the best
dressed person ALL YEAR!
(We feel very sorry for you having broken your arm and chipped your
teeth) here is a new skateboard so you can break even more teeth and
bones!
Here ~ anew pair of sneakers (because you're the sneakiest boy in 7R)
A 'DIY' instruction kit on how ~ be naughty and to talk in lessons (for
being the nicest people in our rioting form)
(For having to look after our screaming and shouting form brilliantly
and having to do your BIG EXAMS) we feel you have passed OUR 'A:
level in being EXCELLENT 7R FORM PREFECTS.

This is to certify that Esther and
Helen have passed 7R's 'A' level
in being BRILLIANT FORM
PREFECTS. GRADE A* A* A*
MARK - 100%

WELL DONE TO -
Louise Cook for winning the best fancy dress in the FUN RUN
Chauncy Dawe for winning the READING COMPETITION!
7R's football team for coming 3rd in the interform and the basketball team for coming 2nd.
7R's netball team and hockey team for trying their best in the interform sports.
AND TO ALL IN 7R WHO HELPED US TO WIN 1st POSITION IN THE CHRISTMAS DECORATION
COMPETITION!



THE CREATION OF 8B

Book one is by Sam and Lauren

In the beginning Mr. Overend created the wonderful and wacky beings of BB. The
looniest w~s first to be made, King Louie (Matt) was his name, and singing and
dancing was his game. The scruffiest came second, you'll know him as Mingus the
penguin. Next he made a pair of pairs, first Mickey and Minnie (Jordan and Laura) a
him and a her. Poor Mickey can't decide how to style his hair. The next were Donald
and Daisy Duck. They argued in there white landrover and never made up (Kate and
Craig). Taz (Danny) was made next and although he sometimes talks nonsense, he's
harmless really. With him was made fog horn leg horn (Tommy) who was his rolly polly
pal. Now Mr. Overend accidentally made a creature who wasn't entirely good. Her
name is Fred the red (Libby) and she desperately needed a bud. He realised his world
of goodiesmay become a little flavid so he made a troublesome pair and just to make it
confusing he made them look alike. Angelica 1 and Angelica 2, or Sam or Alaina as
they're known to you. They're sometimes a little odd and they're madly in love with a
sprog (Gizzy 7S). He wanted some action and he made a not so motley pair. Punkey
and the brain or brad and Rick want to take over the world and are slightly insane. Mr
Overend looked and cried 'oh no I've gone too far' and created a duo of crime fighters.
Darkwing (Michael) and Launchpard (John) desperately to solve the world's problems.
But all efforts turned out to be in vain. Mr. Overend wanted to watch something new.
Sylvester and Tweetie (..AJexand Simon) we chose these names because Simon chased
Alexfor a year but Alex like tweety never was caught.

PART 1WO
By Craig, Simon and completed by Matthew

Next came Phil and Lil, they're both twins. Now no-one knows who is who. Natalie is
Babe, she's accompanied by Louise and Clair who's character is fantastic. And then
there's Porky Pig who's always eating, formally known as Matt.
Diddykongknown as Rachael is a bit zany. Donna is a speedy gonzala. She's very small
but not very tall. Last but not least there's Lauren who's bugs bunny.

FORM REPORT 8G

At the start of the year the members of 8G came bouncing back. We had some new
arrivals including Kathryn "Song a minute", James and Chris Lamb. Our new form
room was 69. Lion Lye now became a pussy cat and he, along with his pack, almost
lived on the football courts. The "Brains" hung out around the blackboard and gained
the nickname "Lunchbox". Meanwhile, Miss Sporty, Helen Bailey spent most of her
time in BB's form room with her boyfriend. The "Bimbo Brigade" were always with the
boys who were constantly hanging round the form room.

In sport the boys notoriously won the interform basketball for the second year on the
run but came last in the football.

The girls only just won the interform hockey but sadly came last in the netball again.

At dinnertime in the form room the miniatures played quite happily in a world of their
own whilst "Table football" became quite a popular past time with the boys.

The demolition men demolished the form room, breaking the door, attacking the walls
etc. etc. which didn't go down too well with Mrs Sellens. But r.i.p. form room and r.i.p.
another school year.



THE PHANTOM OF 8M

"Police, help!" cried a distressed male voice. "My new mobile phone, it's gone!" He stormed off
shouting, "I'm reporting this to Detective Young !" Bystanders, Martin, Terry and Crozier,
private detectives moved in to investigate the crime scene.
On a chair lay some discarded objects. a half eaten Cadbury's Dairy Milk, a mysteriously ripped
swimming cap and an empty Amin's carrier bag.
We found more witnesses, a group of girls widely known as the sewing club. They knew of the
stolen' mobile phone, They said a shadow had been spotted near to the crime scene minutes
before the event. The shadow had dumped the items on the chair.
"It's obvious!" exclaimed Terry, "The shadow was trying to frame the people linked with these
objects."
"Yes, I agree." murmured Martin. "We should be looking for someone who has nothing to do with
these items."
We looked around for more clues. All we could see was a scrawny looking sheep, that had
somehow wandered into the building and one more person.
That person was pacing up and down the corridor, looking very nervous. Every time a policeman
walked by the person would bite their nails and try to sink into the background.
"Well," said Crozier. "There are no more clues or evidence. We're only amateur detectives and
there's nothing more we can do here." Terry, Martin and Crozier left the scene, puzzled.
The mobile phone was never recovered and the victim, who wishes to remain anonymous dropped
all charges. So who committed the crime? We'll let you decide.

VlCKY CROZIER, CLAIRE TERRY & HAYLEY MARTIN



FORM REPORT - 8R

Sallyis quiet and extremely clever. Mark is groovy, likes orienteering and lies in

Burnley. Rachel is quiet and neat. Sarah is tall and loves shopping. Tim is tall

and loud mouthed, Sarah is quiet to strangers but talkative with her friends.

Jonathan is a good actor, plays basketball and likes golf and cricket. Ross is a

hard,Techno 'Rugby Player of the Year' and likes football and sprinting. J olyon
i

is top of the class and likes cricket. Jackie is outgoing, easy to get on with and

likes a good laugh. Amy is always laughing and rambles on about nothing.

James is good at music and R.E., he plays the violin. Danielle is quite quiet and

loveshorses. Colin likes motorbikes but hates football. Catha likes the X files,

her best mates are Emma, Louise, Sarah and Lisa. Louise is hyperactive and

easyto get on with. Steven has a geriatric hamster. Philip likes snowboarding

and he lives in Rawtenstall. Emma is outgoing short and funny. Chris plays

football and likes roller-blading. Gregg is a computer whizz and he is rich.

Georgina likes the Beautiful South and the X-Files. Verity doesn't stop

nattering. Ben is a sporty person who likes football. Vicki is clever and

generous. Lee is clever and quiet. Catherine likes Queen, Oasis and Blur.

Michael is small and quiet. Matthew is a ginger haired football nut. Simon

Whittaker is a footballer who plays for Bacup. Mr. Ward is our form teacher

who'svery hairy and he keeps cracking unfunny jokes.



8S DISCO 2000

We were born within a year of each other
Our bags were packed by our mothers
We moved to 78
With Miss Pickles
Mrs Gardener said we were the best
Mrs Taylor said were worse than the rest
Oh Yes we were
Although we often regretted it.

0 Mrs Taylor do you recall
We were so very smalL
Now we've grown so tall
We've gonna tower over you all.

And I said .....

Lets all meet up in the Year 2000
Won't it be strange when we're all 17
Be there 12 o'clock by the park down on the swing
We never thought we'd get to 88
We dreaded being in room 56 on our own
On damp and lonely dinner times so many months ago.

Oh Mrs Taylor do you recall
We were so very small
Now we might have grown tall
But we still love you best of all!



9B FORM REPORT

Over the past year our form has almost totally dominated all sports-related form
competitions. So far we have won the football, basketball and hockey competitions. Our
football efforts were spear-headed by the attacking skills of Vincent Pattison and
Denis Matthew-Hall backed up in defence by Gareth Hurley, Carl Stevens, Steven
Taylor, Daniel Vipham and the goal-keeping skills of Andrew Bamford. On our way we
met 9G whom we overcame 2 - 1.Then we had a thrilling final with 9M. However, with
a few players injured, odds were stacked up against us but we met the challenge head-
on and won 3-0.

Basketball was just as thrilling a~1we beat 9G to become third-year reigning
champions. Some excellent performances from Vincent Pattison, Gareth Hurley, Denis
Matthew-Hall, David Bennett and Antony Fairclough helped us along the way.

In hockey competitions we have been equally successful over the past three years by
managing to win all three competitions fairly easily. Out team consisted as Keziah
Khan, Lorna Campbell (who both scored some stunning goals), Sarah Bolton, Sarah
Marsden and Lucy Armstrong (who proved a stubborn goal keeper stopping almost
everything that was hit in her direction).

Our whole form helped in the Britbeat Bootlegs concert by decorating the set.

Other achievements this year include:-
Sarah Marsden
Amanda King
Catherine Hargreaves
Suzanne Elkington

grade 1 violin
grade 1 violin
grade 4 flute
grade 5 violin



9G FORM REPORT

Welcome to the annual Fun (?) Run here at RR.G.8. I'd like to thank you all for joining
us and hand you over to our very capable sports commentator, Dwa.yne Pipe.

Thank you Teresa Green for that wonderful opening. They're all lined up at the
starting line, and they're off! It's Sarah riding Westfield Wonder, already leading by a
length. But what's this? a football match on the track, we can't have this! Oh, sorry,
I'm wrong. It's just Sam and Bing and, oh, no! Daryll's not playing any longer due to a
hit and run rollerblade accident. A hit and run rollerblade accident? surely not. But
yes! it's true! and here come Pet'3r and Princey now on their rollerblades overtaking
Gemma and her posse, who were too busy giggling at none other than Jamie on his I

motorised piano who seems to be playing Oasis, but I can't be sure, he's being drowned
out by Jess and Sandra singing (?) And as Linzi sprints by Sarah on her pure-bred
donkey, Damien is seen stopping to check his (black?) hair in a mirror. He's never
going to win that way. But what's this? someone sp-ems to be ski-ing down the course.
it's Natalie! And she seems to be being pursued by a crowd of animals! including an
ostrich! Sorry my mistake, it's only Nina.

But back at the starting line, there still seem to be contenders! What are they doing?
they're painting miniatures. I think we'll go back to the head of the race.

There's a new leader! it's Jamie! But no, he's broken down. So it looks like it's between
Sarah and Linzi. But Jamie's back in the lead being pushed by who? I see now, it's
Daniel, Chris and Danny. Who's this? someone's sat in the middle of the track reading!
It's the librarians! But look, there's someone coming up the side, it's Will! I think he's
going for a new world record! He's closing the gap between him and Jamie, who's now
carrying his piano! And he's broken free, as he heads towards the finish line the crowd
roars! But no, what a shame, he's fallen, it's Jamie for the title!

Who's this coming through the crowd! It's Caroline, hard luck Caz! late again! We
thank you for listening throughout the race and hope you enjoyed it. Until next year.
That's all folks!



Adam Anforth:

Claire Aspinall:

James Beetham:

Paul Booth:
Victoria Carter:
Jenny Lee Crozier:
Kathryn Davies:
Chris De'ath:
Rebecca Emmott:
Sarah Farnworth:
Gemma Fisher:

Nicola Fisher:

Alex Goldie:

Laura Heaton:

Victoria Holmes:

Adam Jackson:
Lisa Jeffrey:

Dominic Kennedy:

Hannah Kwasenko:

Tomas Lamb:

Kelly Livesey:
Andrew Mills:

Rachael Morton:
Lee Phethean:
Natalie Riley:
Paula Southern:
Richard Taylor:
Graham Thompson:
Jonathan Williams:

98 FORM REPORT

Loves reading fantasy books. Always being forced to eat chips
by certain members of form ( he hates chips especially from the
canteen) constantly singing to himself and clapping, nickname
Baldy -form captain.
Brainbox nickname Aspey leader of the Aspey is posse. Read
millions of books.
Football and basketball teams and also athletics. Nickname,
beef and beefy. Actor in year nine plays.
Another brainbox, cricket team and goes ski-ing.
Nickname "Bev" (it's a long story)
Interform. Drum lessons. Make-up in as year 9 plays.
Athletics team. Interform netball, hockey, make-up in 9S play.
Wouldn't let me write anything -no comment.
Likes Blur and Oasis.
Very musical - guitar, flute, piano.
Netball and hockey teams and athletics - other sports out of
school. Actor in year 9 plays very sporty.
Netball and hockey teams and athletics and also does other
sports out of school Actor in year 9 plays very sporty.
Methane man (for obvious reasons) Actor in year nine plays -
nickname LX.
Netball, hickey, athletics, dancing and other sports out of
school. Actor in year nine plays. Very sporty - rounders team.
Netball, cross country and athletics -other sports out of school.
Actor in year 9 plays.
Basketball team.
Cross country team. Badminton out of school, costume designer
and make up for 9Splay.
Reckons he's foUndation of the form - plays piano and loves
Oasis.
Known as the horse women and you might have guessed that
she is has got a horse.
He thinks he is magical. Has a talent for Longball, loves
Beatles and Oasis -plays guitar.
Form captain. Actor in year 9 plays badminton out of school.
Seems to be computer mad and had a bit of a "tiff' with Goldie
producer of our year 9 play, pretty brainy. Egypt holiday. Musy
- nickname.
Plays flute. Nickname Wiggy (she doesn't like to talk about it).
Football team.
Netball team, rounders squad, netball out of school.
Rounders squad.
Football team and went on the Egypt holiday.
School cricket team.
Good drummer - plays for Britbeat Bootlegs. Known for dying
his hair red.

9S won the interform netball, footballers lost and only got in next round because
opposition didn't turn up!



9M FORM REPORT

The Facts: there are 30 of us. We reached every interform final in sport except
basketball, but we lost them (due to what we believe was bad refereeing but we would!)
and players who were absent due to injury and suspension.

We are well on the way to winning the Year 9 play with a play called Waiting for the
Party' it is about teenage life, and has good actors and actresses as well as a Brill
backstage crew.

The form is involved in activities such as the netball, basketball, football, hockey,
athletics, cross co"mtry, rounders and cricket squads.

Our form also help out with charity events for the school, seven members of our form
went in for the fun run they finished in 17, 21, 24, 26, 67, 68, 130 places respectively.
Even our form prefect Lucie entered and finished in 66 place.

We also won a certificate for the most original by far Christmas decorations.

Four members from our class went on the German exchange and we liked having their
exchange friends in our class.

Mr. Hunt is fair, funny, fashion conscious, youth orientated and is financially in debt,
due to paying us £100 for this statement.
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9R FORM REPORT

9 CITY
Erica Gibson
Russell Nightingale
Amir Mahmood
Lorraine Machaj
Richard Molyneux
Rhyannon Hedworth
Rebecca Whitworth
Richard Morton
Connal O'Reilly
Richard Holden
Wendy Giddins
George Sloane
Andrew King
Vicky Lyth
Katy Stansfield

1.
2
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. .

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

TEAMS

R UNITED
J amie Byrne
Bean Fletcher
Matthew Temperly
Donna Murray
Jenny Edmondson
Laura Downes
Andrew Scott
Suzanne Holt
Sofia Naseem
Laura Bugden
Shelley Tattersall
Carolyn Ha.!'ris
Melissa Rayner
Catherine Leyland
Joanne Holt (player/Assistant Manager)

Manager (for both teams): Mr. D. Parkinson
Training Room: Room 32
Stadium: Little Gym

Its the new 15 a side football match.
9 City vs R U~ited!

Kick off 8.55
Half time 11.50
Full time 3.35

Its 8.50 am and both teams are entering the little gym. The mascots for today are Miss Pretty
and Mr Morris. Todays referee is Mr. Pigot and the commentators are Mrs Schofield and Mr.
Baird.
The teams are ready to start, the ref looks at his watch, Mr. Parkinson runs off the pitch into
his dug-out. The refblows his whistle and the match begins. The ball goes straight to Fletcher,
he dribbles it up the pitch but in comes Giddins with a sliding tackle, she knocks the ball up
the wing to Mahmood who then takes a shot, but excellent keeping from Byrne denies the
opposition a goal. Byrne takes the goal kick and Edmondson heads it to Downes who skilfully
passes it to Temperly. Temperly cheekily turns and takes the ball, past Hedworth who chases
him but fails to catch him. Temperly passes it to Murray who knocks the ball no to Joanne Holt
who dribbles it up to the middle of the pitch and is slightly tackled by Machaj who wins the
ball. Machaj gains ground, passes to Morton who dribbles it into the penalty area, takes a shot
and puts the ball into the back of the net! The crowd go wild! Its now 1-0 to City. Are they
going to keep this lead? Bugden for United leads the attack, she passes it to Scott who dribbles
it up the pitch and crosses it to Downes. Downes slowly inches up the pitch and passes it to
Naseem who tries to keep control but loses it to Stansfield. The ball is skilfully dribbled up the
pitch and is passed to Sloane who takes it into the penalty area and shoots but again the goal is
denied, excellent keeping by Byrne. He takes the goal kick and the ball is headed by Rayner to
Leyland. Leyland passes it to Harris but close marking and a sliding tackle by King wins the
ball back for City. King dribbles it up the wing past Tattersall past Fletcher and he heads for
the penalty area. The referee looks at his watch and blows his whistle for half time. Its been a
brilliant first half but we've only had 1 goal. Lets see what excitement the 2nd half brings.



The players are now coming back on to the pitch for the start of the 2nd half. The ball goes
straight to Molyneux who skilfully dribbles it up the wing and knocks it to Nightingale who
heads towards the penalty area and takes a shot, but the ball goes wide for a goal kick. Byrne
takes it and it goes straight to Holt who crosses it to Edmondson who then dribbles it into the
penalty area. It is then passed to Temperly who goes for the top left hand corner and scores!
The crowd have gone wild! The score is now 1-1. The ball goes back to the middle and O'Reilly
takes it and kicks it to Holden who is tackled by Harris. Harris gently taps it to Joanne Holt
who crosses it over to Bugden. Bugden heads toward it goal 0 she takes it round Lyth and
Holden but stumbles over Gibson (the keeper). Gibson kicks the ball to Whitworth who is
tackled by Tattersall. Whitworth falls down onto the floor clutching her hand. The referee Mr.
Pigot and runs over to see what has happened and we can see him laughing as he points to
Whitworths nails. It seems as though Whitworth has snapped one of them. Is she going to come
off or stay on ? We think she has decided to stay on. City have a free kick - Morton taker; it but
it goes straight to Byrne who quickly takes the goal kick. The referee looks at his watch and
blows the whistle for full time. What a match its been! The final score is City 1 -United 1. I've
never seen such a great match! This is Mrs Schofield and Mr. Baird reporting from B.R.G.S. in
the Little Gym, where 9 City have just drawn 1-1 with R United. Thanks for listening.
Goodnight!

JENNY EDMONDSON & SOFIA NASEEM



A TYPICAL DAY IN tOM

Kef at the tuckshop
eating a pie
The woman at Cordeys
Sneezed at lan's tie.
Jenny being violent
Becky beating her up
Nicola saying
Shut the BEEP up!
Toupee running down the street
Mter his hair piece
Bryan with his cricket bat
Stood at the crease.
Most of us girls
riding a horse
All of the lads
Playing football (of course).
Cleggy at the shops
eating her dinner
Kathryn the gymnast
Is a real winner
Kathy doing her homework
Kate sucking a lolly
Adam and Andrew
Being generally jolly.
Rachael and Michelle
At the library reading books
John thinks he's the one
With all the good looks.
Richard and David
And Peter Radley
We all know they are men behaving
The latest arrivals
Are Ewen and Nat
Now I'll fmish this poem
So that is that.



Played
Won
Drew
Lost

YEAR 7 FOOTBALL

18
14
2
2

Most appearances Tom Chadwick - 18
Leading Goal scorer Richard Gisbourne - 29

.

~I'

The Year 7 football team had an excellent season as
the above record shows. With Martin Mellick
commanding the back line; Captain Mark Fell and
Tom Chadwick controlling midfield and 'goal machine'
Gisbourne up front the team performed well
throughout the season. Best performance of the
season was the 2-1 away win against old rivals St.
Theodores. Let's hope the team, continue where they
left off in Year 8

YEAR 8 FOOTBALL

'he Year 8 football team had a mixed season. Some excellent performances
gainst Derby High (7-1) and Fearns (7-0) saw the team finish on a high, with
oodprospects for next season. George Lye is fast becoming a quality centre
lackwith Daniel Dewhurst alongside him and upfront Danny Grady has had a
~oodseason with some skilful performances.
II



A WIN FOR WATERFOOTF.C.

A win for Waterfoot F.C. on Tuesday against Elton Fold F.C. made them lea
champions for the first time. A goal by Mark Benson Brown (Fearns) in the
5 minutes of the game won it for them.

PLAYERS

1. Damien Atherton (all Saints)
2. . David Dewhurst (ERGS)
3. Nicholas Ramer (ERGS)
4. Paul Collis (All Saints)
5. Mark Benson Brown (Fearns)
6. Alun Baker (ERGS)
7. Dominic Burke (All Saints)
8. Dean McFadden (Fearns)
9. Chris elements (ERGS)
10. Chris Thompson (Fearns)
11. Jonathon Reap (ERGS)

Substitutes: Sebastian Jerrad (All Saints)
Phillip Sturt (QEGS) Goal Keeper

f1l
2 3 4 6

8 5 7 11

9 10



YEAR 9 FOOTBALL

~ Years 9 and 10 the school suffers badly due to many of the BRGS team
Jlaying for Rossendale town team instead of BRGS. Doni Clarke, Vincent
~attison, Peter Reed and James Beetham have all missed the majority of the
!eason.

However,the team still managed a winning record and were desperately unlucky
~olose on penalties in the Lancashire Cup after a 3-3 draw and a dazzling
aisplayfrom Doni Clarke.

Played 15

Mostappearances

Leading goalscorer

YEAR 10FOOTBALL

The Year 10 team also loses players most Saturdays to play for the Rossendale
Town Team. Gareth Bourne, Gavin Lee, Andy Holt and Dean Sheridan have all
missed a number of games. Taking this into consideration it has been a very
successful season. The team is in the semi final of the Training 2000 Cup which
will be played in September.

Most appearances
Leading goalscorer

James Gregson
Andy Holt

16
20

Played 16 Won 12 Drew 2 Lost 2

Jamie Hawley 15

Anthony Harden 15
William Martin 15

J amie Haw ley 15

Won 8 Drew 3 Lost 4



NETBALL

A most successful year once again, with all teams gaining some excellent results.

This year saw the first 'proper' year of the Rossendale Netball League. Each year
played 2 matches (home and away) against the schools in the valley. The year 7,9 and
10 teams won their league easily without being defeated and the year 8 team although
they lost one match in the league, eventually beat Haslingden High in the play offs to
also win the league.

So RR.G.S. won 4 leagues out of 4. It was a similar story in the rallies. Once again the
year 7,8 and 9 teams won these easily, but unfortunately the year 10 team had a bad
day and failed to qualify for the final!

However, RR.G.S. teams have won 7 out of the 8 competitions. Excellent
achievements. The year 9 team are actually undefeated all season in all league and
friendly matches and the year 7 team only lost one match (their first ever) against
Prestwich, who they then beat later in the year.

These excellent results are due to a lot of hard work and commitment by the girls
turning out at all times of the day for practices. The high standards are now set and
continued commitment is needed.

The following girls were chosen to go to the county trials due to their excellent skills.
Jenny Edmondson (9R), Gemma Hughes (9M), Laura Heaton (9S), Catherine Prismall
(9M) - who qualified for the final trial and Tina Moscrop, Anna Nash and Sara
Richardson (who was injured) all from the lower sixth. Congratulations to all the girls
and keep at it.

HOCKEY

This was a bit of a dead duck once again this year!! Our facilities make it difficult to
practice regularly and it is hard to find local opposition. The few matches that were
organised tended to be cancelled due to the weather or conditions of the pitches. The
year 8 team had a good result against Haslingden beating them 7 - I! The year 9 team
also had a good victory on the Astroturf at Hyndburn beating St. Christopher's 1-0.
Every endeavour will be made to play more fixtures next year as the standards of play
are good and some talent is being wasted.
Continued commitment to practice is still needed. Keep up the good work.



BRGS ORIENTEERS

IRGSOrienteering Club is now in its second year. The current squad is twenty five strong with
~pilsfrom all years.

11the British Schools Orienteering Championships, held at Cragside Estate, last November, the
~uad returned home with nine Silver Team medals and an Individual Bronze Medal won by
~therine Ashton. The School Team finished in sixth place in the whole country. Next years BSOC
~IIbe held near Pitlochry in Scotland.

Hhe1996 Lancashire Schools League which was competed over five events, BAGS orienteer put
'eschool team into second place overall, with Gold League Medals going to Ken Masser and
~IenAshton, and Silver League Medals going to Jocelyn Masser and Sarah Ashworth.
Iold, Silver and Bronze Medals were again won at the Lancashire Schools Individual
~ampionshipsat Moses Gate Country Park near Bolton and the pupils combined scores made
'emthe 1996 Championship Winners, breaking a four year monopoly held by Burscough Priory
~gh School.

!embersof the club joined with other schools for a memorable weekend at Patterdale Hall in the
akaDistrict. Pupils experienced top class coaching on excellent terrain and it is certain to be a
~ularfeature on the future BAGS O-scene.

,Itheend of the season, three club members Ken Masser, Chris Edwards and Helen Ashton were
electedto represent Lancashire County at the 1996 Inter-County Championships held at
~itherslackin the Lake District. A strong Cumbrian team were the eventual winners with
ancashiresecond and Greater Manchester third.

I ndfinally, Ken Masser, Becky Clayton and Philip Holmyard were collecting Gold Medals at the
ancashireYouth Games held at Witton Park in Blackburn to round off a very successful season.

ntotal, BAGS orienteers have had 176 entries at 15 competition events this year, winning 25
nedals,3 County Badges and 16 NW Colour Code Badges, in fact quite a busy year for such a
elativelynew club. ,
iheclub makes it own awards at the end of the year and will present the Felldancer Classic Cup
II1dtheFelldancerQuaich to the club memberfrom lower and upper school respectively,who has
nownthe most outstanding performance both in achievement and commitmOentin orienteering.
iheCup and Quaich have been generously donated by Mr. David Edmondson of Felldancer Ltd.,
esignerand manufacturer of the Felldancer running shoe.

hisyear the Felldancer Classic Cup is awarded to CHAIS EDWAADS in Year 9 and the'
endanGerQuaich to SAAAH ASHWOATH in Year 11



BRGS ORIENTEERING CLUB 1996 NATIONAL AND REGIONAL MEDAL WINNEr

KEN MASSER* 7G (LSOA LEAGUEAND CHAMPIONSHIPGOLD, LANCASHIREYOUTHGAMES GOLDI
MARTIN SMITH 7S (LSOA CHAMPIONSHIP SILVER)
MATTHEW McKENNA 7G (LSOA CHAMPIONSHIP BRONZE)
PHILIP HOLMYARD 7B (LANCASHIRE YOUTH GAMES GOLD)
BECKYCLAYTON 8S (BSOC SILVER W13 TEAM, LANCASHIRE YOUTH GAMES GOLD)
ELIZABETH DISNEY 8G (BSOC SILVER W13 TEAM)
ALEXIS KNIGHT 8S (BSOC SILVER W13 TEAM)
MICHAEL WINNICK 8S (BSOC SILVER M13 TEAM)
MARKASHTON 8 R (BSOC SILVER M13 TEAM, LSOA CHAMPIONSHIP BRONZE)
CHRIS EDWARDS* 9G (BSOC SILVER M13 TEAM, LSOA LEAGUE SILVER)
JOCEL YN MASSER lOB (BSOC SILVER W17 TEAM, LSOA LEAGUE SILVER)
SARAH ASHWORTH 11 B (LSOA LEAGUE SILVER, LSOA CHAMPIONSHIP SILVER)
HELEN ASHTON* 12DA (BSOC SILVER W17 TEAM, LSOA LEAGUE AND CHAMPIONSHIP GOLD)
CATHERINEASHTON 1 3HJB (BSOC SILVER W17 TEAM, BSOC BRONZE W17 INDIVIDUAL)

* PUPILS SELECTED TO REPRESENT LANACASHIRE COUNTY
lSOA LANCASHIRE SCHOOLS ORIENTEERING ASSOCIATION
BSOC BRITISH SCHOOLS ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIPS

EVERY ONE A WINNER - NINE SILVER MEDALS FROM THE 1995 BRITISH SCHOOL CHAMI
HELD AT CRAGSIDE, NEAR ROTHBURY

EDWARD TRICKETT (M15) APPROACHES THE LAST CONTROL AT TURTON AND ENTWIST~
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Ihave been to Aqua Bears Swimming Club. I went for two or three years. Before that I went
toBacup Swimming Club and had lessons there.

In Aqua Bears there are six groups which range from people who have just done their gold
badge up to Olympic stage. I started off in Pandas which is the first group. You do time-
trials to get up into the next group. Then I went into Teddies, Koalas (I was in that group for
about a year) and then I went into Browns. I stopped going just before Christmas. By the
time I was in browns there were six sessions a week which I could go to. Four were an hour
long and two were an hour and a half long. I went tt.' four a week. There are about twenty
people per group -maybe a few more. I stopped going because it was getting a bit serious,
but if you want to do it for a living when you get older, then it would be good. In Aqua Bears
they also have a masters group. Grown ups go to this. There are galas all the time - nearly
everyone gets a turn and they also have club galas, when the club is split into teams - the
different groups mix up together -and race each other for fun.

Swimming is a good sport and is a lot of fun.

KATIE ARMSTRONG

ANIMALSIN CIRCUSES

t

M:any circuses in Britain are under heavy pressure to stop acts which involve animals. In

1981 the National Association of Head Teachers tried to discourage children from going to

drcuses which consisted of undignified animal displays. Many local councils have banned

animal circuses from their land.

The Cirque de Solei! in Montreal, Canada, is one of the few circuses that contains no animals

at all. It has attracted record audiences in North America and in Europe.

Animals in circuses are made to adopt unnatural positions and perform pointless tricks for

Imman 'entertainment'. They are kept in cramped conditions, such as travel wagons and

cages,that are very unhygienic and can damage the animals health severely.

LAURAHODSON 8M



ERIC CANTONA FROM HORRIBLE TO
HONOURABLE

Everyone can remember the incident which took place on February 25th last year when Erit
Cantona Kung-Fu kicked a Crystal Palace fan when he was sent off for a vicious tackle on
Chris Armstrong, which could have put an end to Eric Cantona's football career in England.

Canton a was taken to court and fined £30,000
service and was banned for the rest of the 1994-5 season.

he also got 120 hours communiq

That year United finished 2nd in the league' and, if Cantona has played, United may have
won the premiership.

Cantona made a comeback later, in this season against Liverpool at Old Trafford, and scorea
the equaliser from the penalty spot.

Ever since he has been an inspiration to United's youngsters and has kept himself disciplinea
and he has helped United on their way to their 3rd premiership title and is in line for the
football writers player of the year.

JONATHAN HEAP 8M

Dear Squirrel, SIXTH FORM ADIEUS

After staying at this school for the past
seven years of my life, I have many different
feelings about leaving and going to
university - one is immense excitement at
the n~w life and place I will be living in, but
on the other hand I will be sad at leaving all
the familiar people and places behind.

It has been hard work but fun in plates, I

thanks for all the memories that I'll carry

!with me for the rest of time.

Goodbye.

Abbygail Wills
0. stOw3.C,D-
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-SENIOR INTER-YEAR BASKETBALL

The purpose of this tournement was just an excuse to play some extra games. There was
also the small matter of which year group had the strongest team!
The results were as follows:

UPPER 6th 53-48 YEAR 11
UPPER 6th 52-61 LOWER 6th
YEAR 11 49-31 LOWER 6th

One win each. Who is the best? draw your own conclusions.

UNDER 19 GIRLS TEAM

The team came into existance last september and, despite a lack of fixtures, has
remained keen and commited throught the year, gaining in confidence and skill. the
seasons highlight was playing the Isle Of Man junior team; ~one with a great deal of
experience. They proved to be tough opposition but BRGS gave 100% for the whole game.
The team recorded its first victory recently with a well earned win over Summerseat
School.

BAGS were crowned as Rossendale U16 League Champions despite only playing 2 games.
The other 8 games were awarded to the team by default. Last year they won all of their
games by a massive margin-this no doubt discouraged others from facing a similar
prospect this year.

...
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Great improvements have been made this year in terms of performance despite finishin~
5th again this year in the Lancashire 6th form league. So what are these gm
improvements then? Games that were won last year became more one sided affairs in QUI
favour. The games we d;idn't win were :nuch more competative, the result being in daub'
right until the end (except for Bury College, b.ut thats a different story). Hopefully
improvements will be made again next year. Keep up the good work!
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t Short ga51esin a round robin tourment
BRGSROSSEHDALETOURHEIIENTCHAIIPIOHS

$ LANCASHIREYOUTHGAMES:4th ~Q3I:IQN
2nd IN ROSSENOALEUNDER15 BASKETBALLLEAGUE

YEAR 9

After the Lancash.ire Trophy qualifying tournement we were drawn against last years
winning school in the knockout stage-Hodgson High from 81ackpool.This proved to be
the closest game of the season for any of the schools teams. The lead changed hands
with almost every - basket until,as time ran out, 8RGS led 37-36 with Hodgson having 2
free throws to take. Score both to win, one to draw, miss for a BRGS win. The first
shot was placed wide. The tension was becoming unbearable. Would he miss, would we
win? The scores were levered, overtime was needed. Again the lead changed hands with
every basket until time ran down leaving BRGS 2 points behind but with 2 free throws
to take. Unfortunatley, it wasn't to be; a great game in agood season, but next year...
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A 2nd place in the U15 rossendale league by vi rtue of a -1 point home defeat to
Has/ingden was made up for later in the season with a -win in the Rossendale U1S
tournement, which saw BRGS win all 4 of,their games. This was followed up by a 4th
place in the Lancashire Youth Games.
A good season which should be even better next year.
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MARRIAGES

Dr. Deborah Clements to Dr.Sean May
Dr. Joanne L. Tipper (Rawtenstall) to Dr. R.A. Bojar (Huddersfield)
Andrea S. Priest (Bacup) to LE. Croft (Churchfield, Kent)

DEATHS

Eliza May Birtwell (nee Murgatroyd) aged 89, died Lytham July 1995
Professor D.'. John E. Brooks, MD aged 61, died in U.S.A., December 1995
Kenneth Rushton (Bacup) aged 75, died Bacup, December 1995
Roger J. Johnson (Bacup) aged 44, died Rochdale, December 1995
Henry (Harry) A. Howard (Bacup) aged 89, died Bacup, January 1996
Doreen Haworth, nee Myers, (Waterfoot) aged 76, died Waterfoot, February 1996
Judith H. Austen, nee Gibbs, aged 37, died Truro, Cornwall, March 1996
ran W. Dean, (Rawtenstall) aged 66, died Rawtenstall, April 1996

QUALIFI CATIONS, APPOINTMENTS etc

Jason Farrow (Bacup) BA Hons, Pharmacy, Manchester. Taking up pre-registration
post with Burnley Health Car9 Trust.
Andrew Smith (Water) BSc Hons, Management, Computer Science, Aston
Andrew Cairns (Rawtenstall) B. Eng. Hons. Material Science & Engineering, Leeds
Rachel Hoyle (Rawtenstall) BBc. Hons Optometry, Bradford
Philip J. Cotterell (Crawshawbooth) M.A. Hons Class 1 History of Art, Aberdeen.
Debra Evans PhD Physiology
Caron J. Whaley 1st Class Hons Civil Engineering, Bolton Inst. of Technology
Sean Laffey (Haslingden) M.Ed. Exeter, Teaching at Guernsey College
Janet Clarkson (Bacup) now a PhD, is lecturing in dentistry at Manchester University
Janet Booth, nee Harding, appointed Customer Services Manager at Nat West Bacup
Carl Taylor, PhD University of Glamorgan, where he is currently lecturing



OBITUARY

Written by Dr. John Brookes, who died in 1995 an ex-pupil of BRGS..

It was May, 1994 and I, having moved to Springfield, was to see my first patient. He was

young, in his early twenties, with a fresh and clean complexion, seemingly a little over-
!

dressed for a student. Later I was to understand. He was a student at BBC. Ready to make!

my mark in my new home to use the erudition and knowledge, which I hoped I had gained by I

practising medicine on three continents. I felt I was equal to the task. I asked him as to his

symptoms. He said 'none'. I asked what was troubling him. He said 'nothing'. In an attempt

to find out why we were having this consultation, I asked who had referred him. He said 'no-

one'. My bewilderment grew. The next question was, then why did you come to see me? -He

said, 'I've come for a checkup'. My response was immediate. But, I'm a Neurologist. He said,

'I know, I want a brain checkup.' Finally, the cultural shock hit me. I knew that I was in a

different place, quite different than any other place, more strange than equatorial Africa. I

was in the Ozarks, a place that I had not yet grown to love.

My examination was brief and I felt much to the point. I asked that he lean forward, across

the desk. He on one side and I on the other. I also leaned forward and with firmness and

style, I rapped him smartly on the top of the head twice with my knuckles. He moved back,

looked up questioningly. I asked him, did you hear a hollow, ringing noise? He said 'no'. I

immediately pronounced my diagnosis. Sir, you have one. There will be no charge for this

examination. He left. I hoped he was satisfied with his first neurological examination, as

satisfied as I was to have dealt with my first patient with appropriate skill and knowledge.

Now, it was December 1989. My medical days were over. I was to retire. The girls in the

office gave me a Christmas present. They had framed a letter which I had not yet seen, that I

had received from a patient. I want to let you see that letter. Another treasured memory.


